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A shockwave-based speed harmonization algorithm for the longitudinal movement of automated vehicles is presented in this
paper. In the advent of Connected/Automated Vehicle (C/AV) environment, the proposed algorithm can be applied to capture
instantaneous shockwaves constructed from vehicular speed profiles shared by individual equipped vehicles. With a continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) method, the algorithm detects abnormal speed drops in real-time and optimizes speed to prevent the
shockwave propagating to the upstream traffic. A traffic simulation model is calibrated to evaluate the applicability and efficiency
of the proposed algorithm. Based on 100% C/AV market penetration, the simulation results show that the CWT-based algorithm
accurately detects abnormal speed drops.With the improved accuracy of abnormal speed drop detection, the simulation results also
demonstrate that the congestion can be mitigated by reducing travel time and delay up to approximately 9% and 18%, respectively.
It is also found that the shockwave caused by nonrecurrent congestion is quickly dissipated even with low market penetration.

1. Introduction

Since the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
(ISTEA) [1] launched in 1991, Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) has been deployed and expected to improve
safety and mobility. However, the costs resulting from traffic
congestion still increased by 50% over the previous decades
and resulted in approximately 5.5 billion hours of extra delays
and about 2.9 billion gallons of fuel wasted in the United
States in 2011 [2]. Particularly, it is reported that total delays
caused by nonrecurrent traffic congestions account for up to
70% [3].

Several years ago, an innovative concept in ITS was initi-
ated so calledConnectedVehicles (CV), formerly calledVehi-
cle Infrastructure Integration (VII), in the United States. By
enabling the communications for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), CV is expected to bring

seamless benefits beyond the existing ITS applications. How-
ever, it is challenging to implement the applications due
to lack of detail and accurate individual vehicular infor-
mation. Under such a cooperative vehicle infrastructure
environment, numerous cutting-edge applications focusing
on improving safety and mobility have been proposed, and
some of them have demonstrated promising performance.

With limited available resources for constructing greater
capacity of road facilities and expanding the scale of road
networks, ever-increasing traffic demand has made the
transportation infrastructure systems more vulnerable to
congestion caused by nonrecurrent events, such as traffic
accidents. Unlike recurrent congestions, it is challenging to
detect the time and location of a nonrecurrent event precisely
and instantaneously with existing traffic sensing technology.
Speed harmonization, achieved via variable speed limit con-
trol, could be applied to adjust the approaching vehicle speed
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based on the prevailing traffic conditions, which has proven
itself an effective congestionmitigation solution approach. In
the advent of theCV environment, the vehicles equippedwith
wireless communication devices are capable of capturing pre-
vailing traffic conditions spatially and temporally. Therefore,
it is not surprising to deploying them for accurately detecting
nonrecurrent congestion in real-time. Meanwhile, with rapid
advancement of real-time sensing and control technologies,
automated vehicle (AV) has dragged great attention for its
proven capability to dramatically improve roadway capacity.
CoupledwithCV technology, AV is expected to produce even
greater benefits by rapidly harmonizing traffic flow to ease
congestion.

This paper proposes a shockwave-based speed harmo-
nization algorithm designed for manipulating longitudinal
movements of AVs to suppress nonrecurrent congestion.
Powered by the CV environment, individual vehicular speed
and position information over space and time is captured in
real-time. With the speed profile information, the proposed
algorithm constructs shockwaves to detect nonrecurrent
speed drops near the boundary of the congested area by
employing continuous wavelet transform (CWT) method
[4, 5]. In turn, a speed control strategy is applied for the
longitudinal maneuver of automated vehicles to eliminate the
propagation of the shockwave. With a simulation test bed
developed by using microscopic traffic simulation software
VISSIM [6], we have conducted proof-of-concept (POC) tests
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section,
the review of relevant literature and research efforts in
the state-of-the-arts for real-time shockwave detection and
speed harmonization are discussed. In the methodology
section, an approach to handle shockwave detection is briefly
discussed along with the CWT method and the speed
control algorithm. Simulation-based evaluation studies are
then presented in the section of proof-of-concept. Finally, the
research findings and suggestions are concluded.

2. Literature Review

The majority of numerous research efforts on speed har-
monization focused mainly on two objectives: improving
roadway safety and enhancing traffic mobility. Concerning
road safety, Lee et al. [7] investigated the impact of variable
speed limit control on crash potential for the freeways,
which indicated that speed control reduced crash potential by
5%–17% because speed limits were dynamically reduced sub-
ject to various levels of traffic conditions. A study conducted
by Abdel-Aty et al. [8] aimed at improving freeway safety by
setting a lower speed limit for upstream traffic and a higher
speed limit for downstream traffic. A considerable reduc-
tion in crash potential under non-congested conditions was
achieved; however no significant improvement are observed
in case of heavily congested conditions.

In addition to the safety benefits which are commonly
agreed by some of previous studies, others found that the
mobility can be significantly improved with speed harmo-
nization approaches. For instance, Carlson et al. [9] found
that the total travel time can be reduced by 15.3% with

optimal speed limit control. Hadiuzzaman and Qiu [10]
proposed a cell transmissionmodel based speed limit control
on freeways, which yielded 10%–15% reduction in travel
time and 5%–7% throughput increase under different control
scenarios.While several factors (e.g., complexity of networks,
level of compliance, and assessmentmethodology)may affect
the contradictory findings in the literature, it was found that
proactive models tend to yield greater benefits than reactive
control algorithms. However, due to the requirements for
further predictions and complexity to the traffic operators, pro-
active models have not been implemented in the field yet [11].

As mentioned in many simulation studies, speed har-
monization could be effective in improving traffic mobility
through resolving shockwaves. Hegyi et al. [12] demonstrated
21% reduction in total travel time through speed limit control
aiming at eliminating shockwaves. Hadiuzzaman et al. [13]
predicted the formation of a shockwave in the controlled
area, which could activate an optimal coordinated speed
harmonization system to reduce the impact and yield the
minimum total travel time. With a distributed controller for
each speed limit sign, Popov et al. [14] resolved shockwaves by
optimizing controller parameters considering various levels
of congestion.

In the advent ofCVenvironment, Sun et al. [15] integrated
the concept of cooperative vehicle infrastructure systemswith
the METANET model in which a predictive speed harmo-
nization model was developed to suppress the propagation
of shockwaves. Zhu and Ukkusuri [16] proposed a speed
limit optimization model to estimate traffic state evolution
and determine the optimal speed control for minimizing
total travel time. Zheng et al. [5] also applied a CWT
algorithm to analyze freeway traffic condition and identify
bottlenecks based on the speed data collected from loop
detectors. Talebpour et al. [4] embedded a CWT algorithm
for detecting shockwaves and proposed a rule-based control
algorithm based on traffic states (i.e., flow, density, and speed
information). Both of the studies suggested that CWT is
able to quickly capture abnormal speed changes and detect
shockwaves.

Although many studies have focused on investigating
speed harmonization for alleviating recurrent congestion,
few have been conducted in a CV environment to ease non-
recurrent congestion. With individual vehicles’ speed profile
data collected from C/AVs, it is possible to dynamically
detect congestion at any location, continuously manipulate
longitudinal movements of AVs, and suppress shockwaves
at early stages. Different from the previous studies, this
paper investigates the influence of imperfect information on
the effects of speed harmonization under different market
penetration rates of equipped vehicles.

3. Methodology

3.1. Shockwave Detection. The CV environment enhances
the existing technologies in collecting the speed profile
of individual vehicles serving as an input for shockwave
detection. In this study, the continuous wavelet transform
(CWT) method is applied to identify the propagation of
shockwaves based on vehicular speed profile [11].
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The general formulation for CWT of a continuous signal𝜒(𝑡) is represented as follows:

CWT (𝛼, 𝛽) = 𝜔 (𝛼) ∫∞
−∞

𝜒 (𝑡) 𝜓(𝑡 − 𝛽𝛼 )𝑑𝑡, (1)

where 𝛼 is a scale parameter, 𝛽 is a shift parameter, and 𝜔(𝛼)
is the weighting function. The term 1/√𝛼 is commonly used
to normalize energies produced at all scales. As discussed
in Zheng and Washington [17], although different wavelets
could be applied and provide similar results for various
signals, the analysis results might be significantly influenced
by the selected wavelet. To detect discontinuities and peaks
in the traffic data, previous studies showed that Mexican
Hat Wavelet is commonly used with better performance [11,
12, 17]. Utilizing the research findings on the comparison of
variouswavelets, this paper treats the speed as the input signal
to the wavelet transformation, and the Mexican Hat Wavelet
is selected as the mother wavelet, represented as follows:

𝜓(𝑡 − 𝛽𝛼 ) = [1 − (
𝑡 − 𝛽
𝛼 )
2] 𝑒− ((𝑡 − 𝛽) /𝛼)

2

2 . (2)

Therefore, a wavelet transform of speed V(𝑡) is formulated by
integrating (2) into (1),

CWT (𝛼, 𝛽)
= 1√𝛼 ∫

∞

−∞

V (𝑡) [1 − (𝑡 − 𝛽𝛼 )
2] 𝑒− ((𝑡 − 𝛽) /𝛼)

2

2 𝑑𝑡. (3)

Then the average wavelet-based energy at 𝛽 is calculated
based on the CWT for different scales

𝐸 (𝛽) = 1
max (𝛼) ∫

∞

0

CWT (𝛼, 𝛽)2 𝑑𝛼. (4)

It is worth noting that the vehicular speed profile data is
aggregated for any freeway segment over time, so that the
noise in the data could be reduced without loss of capturing
sharp speed changes.The energy is then calculated and exam-
ined during the simulation for early shockwave detection.
Figure 1 illustrates an example for the application of CWT
to detect shockwaves under 100% C/AV market penetration
with 200 ft aggregated data at 10-second interval: (a) speed
diagram over time of a segment; (b) CWT coefficient at 𝛼 =3; (c) contour of CWT coefficient with 𝛼 varying from 1
to 6; (d) average energy across scales. Figure 1 shows that
whenever significant change in the input speed occurs, it
will be reflected in the coefficient, and these local minimum
speeds will be represented in the energy as local maxima.

3.2. Speed Harmonization Strategy. At the end of each time
step, the speed information is aggregated for each segment. If
a drastic speed drop is detected or the speed is continuously
decreasing for a predefined time period, a speed control
strategy is triggered for the upstream segments. Then, the
entire network will be checked and potential shockwaves as
well as the locations of the bottlenecks will be identified. In
turn, a speed control algorithmwill be applied if necessary for
speed harmonization and shockwave suppress. Otherwise,
the control status will be switched off.
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Figure 1: A sample of CWT algorithm.

Let 𝑡 be the time step, 𝑠 stands for a segment in the
network, and 𝑏 stands for an index of bottlenecks. Assume
that V𝑡

𝑏
denotes the speed at bottleneck 𝑏 and V𝑡

𝑠
denotes the

average speed of segment 𝑠 at time 𝑡. Vsl represents the speed
limit, and V𝑡+1

𝑠
represents the desired speed for time step𝑡 + 1. The control flow chart is illustrated in Figure 2. In POC

study, speed data is collected every 10 seconds from equipped
vehicles and aggregated by 200 ft segment. After speed drop
detection for each segment, bottlenecks are instantaneously
determined where the speed is lower than those of its
surrounding 20 segments (10 upstream, 10 downstream). Two
speed control schemes including increasing and decreas-
ing desired speed limit are applied to the upstream and
downstream segments of a bottleneck, respectively. For the
upstream segment, amaximum speed reduction of 8mph per
time step is set tomitigate the speed change for safety concern
and a minimum 5mph per time step is applied to effectively
control the approaching speeds of upcoming vehicles.

4. Proof-of-Concept Test

A hypothetical microscopic traffic simulation network is
created in VISSIM to test the proposed algorithm under
different scenarios. The network consists of a 3-mile long 2-
lane basic freeway segment (i.e., without ramps) as shown in
Figure 3. The design speed limit is 65mph, and the average
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Figure 3: Proof-of-concept test network configuration.

hourly volume is 3000 vph. Hypothetical 15-minute fluctu-
ated volumes are created as 2000 vph, 4000 vph, 3000 vph,
and 3000 vph. A speed reduction zone is presented in the
route at 1.5 mile with length of 1 mile, which provides a
reduced speed limit at 35mph. The total simulation time
is 1 hour. The network is divided into 200 ft segment, and
the data collection interval is 10 seconds. In addition, the
network is calibrated by adjusting parameters (i.e., standstill
distance, minimum headway, and following variance) of
Widemann-99 car following model to achieve the capacity of
2,200 veh/hour/lane (vphpl).

To capture vehicle information and investigate network
performance, a set of varying C/AV market penetration
rates is applied in the test. Therefore, in the simulation
model, two vehicle types are modeled, including C/AV and
traditional vehicles. At each time interval, the individual
vehicle information will be collected by C/AV, which will
be aggregated based on predefined segments for traffic state
estimation. If speed adjustments are necessary, C/AV will
receive feedback and change their desired speeds accordingly
during the following time step. While the information from
traditional vehicles in the network cannot be collected, they
are to be affected by surrounding C/AV and adjust their
speeds following the traffic flow.

Three scenarios are created to test the proposed algo-
rithm, including base case, speed drop case, and speed control
case, which are described as follows. For each scenario, a total
number of five simulation runs is conducted with different
random seeds. The network performance in terms of average
speed, travel time, and delay as well as average throughput is
calculated for comparison.

(i) Scenario 1 (Base Case). 3-mile freeway segment
without speed reduction zone, an average of 3000 vph
is the input volume

(ii) Scenario 2 (Speed Drop Case). The same freeway
segment and input volume as Scenario 1. 1-mile speed
reduction zone is placed in the middle of the segment
(starting at 1.5 mile). Within the speed reduction
zone, the speed limit is dropped to 35mph.

(iii) Scenario 3 (Speed Control Case). The same configu-
ration as Scenario 2. However, in Scenario 3, real-
time vehicular data is collected from C/AVs and the
proposed speed harmonization algorithm is imple-
mented in the network.

The overall network performance with and without speed
reduction zone (i.e., Scenarios 1 and 2, resp.) is represented in
Table 1 and speed diagram shown in Figure 4 for comparison.
With given hourly volume setup under Scenario 1, the average
speed of traveled vehicles is 53mph, with an average delay
of 14 seconds per vehicle. Because of increased volume from
the second 15-minute interval, a minor speed drop can be
observed. Thus, in the total 3-mile network, the total travel
time is 161 hours with 2,737 vehicles arrived per hour. In
comparison with Scenario 1, the average speed dropped by
28% and the number of arrived vehicles reduced by 2% when
a speed reduction zone is presented.

4.1. Shockwave Detection Results. An example of speed and
corresponding energy for three consecutive links is shown in
Figure 5, with 10-second data collection interval. Because of
the presence of speed reduction zone and increasing volume,
significant speed drops occur between time steps 100 and 200.
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Table 1: Network performance with and without a speed reduction zone.

Performance measure Scenario 1
(base case)

Scenario 2
(speed drop case)

Average speed (mph) 53 38
Average delay per vehicle (seconds) 14 37
Total travel time (hours) 161 222
Throughput (vph) 2,737 2,676
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While link 28 locates upstream and link 32 downstreamof the
route, shockwave propagation can be observed in each of the
speed and energy diagrams.

In order to test the applicability of the CWT algorithm
under lowmarket penetration rate, a varying C/AV rate from
10% to 100% is applied in the test network. Due to missing
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Figure 6: Speed and energy comparison for a single link.

data under low market penetration, speed adjustment was
conducted so that speed from previous time step reserves
at the no-data time step. Under low market penetration,
imperfect information to detect speed drop is preserved in the
high speed zone but more noises can be observed in the low
speed zone, compared to 100%market penetration (e.g., Link
30 in Figure 6). However, looking into the energy diagram for
both low (i.e., 10%) and high (i.e., 100%) market penetration
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Figure 7: Speed and energy comparison under different market penetration rates.

rates, the speed drops as well as shockwaves over segments
are well captured by energy pulses as shown in Figure 7. This
finding clearly indicates that the proposed CWT algorithm
is able to maintain the robustness for congestion detection
regardless of market penetration rates of C/AV.

4.2. Speed Harmonization Results. With 100% C/AV market
penetration rate, the effect of speed harmonization is sum-
marized in Table 2, where Scenario 2 represents uncontrolled
network at presence of speed reduction zone, and Scenario
3 represents controlled network. After speed control, the
average speed is improved by 4mph. Paired test shows that, at
95% confidence level, the mean speed in controlled network
is statistically greater than that in uncontrolled network.
Although the average delay per vehicle is increased by 8
seconds, the overall travel time is significantly reduced (by
9%) with more vehicles arrived at the destination (i.e., 17
additional vehicles per hour).

As shown in Figure 8(a), the network could be separated
into three zones for further analysis: the upstream of the
speed reduction zone (Zone 1), the speed reduction zone
(Zone 2), and the downstream of the reduction zone (Zone
3). It is clear that the control strategy not only increases the

speeds of Zones 1 and 3 but also mitigates shockwaves on
the boundaries between Zones 1 and 2. Within Zone 2, the
speed over space and time is significantly smoothed. To get a
closer observation of the shockwave due to speed reduction
zone, Figure 8(b) enlarged the critical area in the time-space
diagram in Figure 8(a). The 𝑥-axis and 𝑦-axis are labeled by
time (minutes) and distance (miles), respectively. Observed
from Figure 8(b), under Scenario 2 without controlling, the
maximum length of shockwave is about 0.4 miles, around the
25th minute, whereas under Scenario 3 with controlling, not
only is a large portion of shockwaves eliminated, but also the
maximum length of shockwave is also reduced to a quarter
mile.

With the vehicular data collected every 10 seconds for
each segment in the simulation model, the boxplots in
Figure 9 show the speed results of the three zones for
each scenario: base case, uncontrolled speed case under
speed drop, and controlled speed case under speed drop.
It is discovered that, for Zone 1, the speed harmonization
algorithm increased the average speed and also curbed the
influence of speed reductionwith less low speed cases.Within
Zone 2, more vehicles were able to travel at a higher speed
compared to uncontrolled network, through simultaneously
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Table 2: Network performance for Scenarios 2 and 3 under 100% C/AV market penetration.

Performance measure Scenario 2 (speed drop case W/O
harmonization)

Scenario 3 (speed control case
W/harmonization) Improvement (%)

Average speed (mph) 38 42 10.5
Average delay per vehicle (seconds) 45 37 17.8
Total travel time (hours) 222 203 8.6
Throughput (vph) 2,676 2,693 0.6
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Figure 8: Speed profiles under 100% market penetration (Scenario 2 versus Scenario 3).
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Table 3: Mean speeds under different scenarios.

Scenario Zone
1 (1.4 miles) 2 (1.1 miles) 3 (0.5 miles)

Mean speed (stdev.)
1 (base case) 54 (2.6) 53 (2.3) 55 (2.4)

2 (speed drop case) 52 (5.9) 26 (1.7) 53 (5.0)
3 (speed control case) 55 (6.3) 30 (1.9) 56 (3.8)
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Figure 9: Speed distributions under different scenarios (100%
market penetration).

reducing upstream speed and increasing downstream speed.
Therefore, in Zone 3 (downstream), a higher average speed
can be achieved. The mean speed for each zone under three
scenarios is summarized in Table 3.

The effects of speed harmonization under different C/AV
market penetration rates and the associated network perfor-
mance measures are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.
As the market penetration rate increases, the control algo-
rithm can better suppress the shockwaves induced by speed
reduction zone. Illustrated by speed distribution over three
zones, under low market penetration (10%∼40%), increasing
the percentage of C/AVs leads to better controlled backwards
and forwards shockwaves (i.e., lower speed cases in bothZone
1 andZone 3). Keeping increasing the rate ofC/AVs, low speed
cases are increased in the upstream zone, while reducing in
Zone 3.

Looking into the network performance with speed con-
trol under different market penetration rates in Figure 11(a),
the congestion impact seems to be eased, indicated by
increased average speed and lowered travel time with
increased C/AVs in the network. Compared to Scenario 2
(i.e., uncontrolled speed under speed drop), the throughput
is heightened under all market penetration rates except for
the 10% market penetration case. The average speed appears
improved by 3mph with over 90% C/AV market penetration
rates, 2mph with over 70%, and 1mph with over 40%. As
a result, if the C/AVs take over 40% of all the vehicles, a
reduction of total travel time by 2% can be yielded through
the speed control. If 90% of the vehicles are C/AVs, a 5%
reduction in the travel time can be expected.

A comparison has been conducted for the network per-
formance under different speed control conditions.While the

3
2
1

Zone

100%
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70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

CVMP 10%
Uncontrolled

20 30 40 50 6010
Speed (mph)

Figure 10: Comparison of speed distributions under different
C/AV market penetration rates. Each symbol represents up to 582
observations.

base case scenario represents speed data collection only from
C/AVs and speed control only onC/AVs (as discussed above),
the compared strategy collects speed only from C/AVs but
controls speed for all vehicles in the network based on the
same shockwave detection and speed control algorithm. The
network performance with such strategy is illustrated in
Figure 11(b). As it shows, evenwith limited speed information
due to lowC/AVmarket penetration, the proposed algorithm
could still be effective in speed harmonization in comparison
with 100% market penetration. The average speed is signif-
icantly improved with reduced total travel time even under
10% C/AV market penetration rate.

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper presented a proof-of-concept study of an innova-
tive shockwave-based speed harmonization algorithm for the
longitudinal control of automated vehicles under the C/AV
environment. The shockwave detection method based on
continuous wavelet transform was proposed and evaluated
along with a control algorithm for speed harmonization.
Simulation-based evaluations have been conducted with a
hypothetical VISSIM network handling a freeway segment
with speed reduction zone to examine the applicability of the
proposed algorithm.

The results showed that the applied algorithm detects
sharp speed drop over time and shockwaves over space
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Figure 11: Network performance versus C/AV market penetration with different speed control strategies.

in real-time. Under 100% C/AV market penetration, it was
discovered that the proposed speed control algorithm signif-
icantly improves the average speed compared to the uncon-
trolled speed case with the presence of a speed reduction
zone.Thenetwork throughput also appeared increasingwhile
reducing total travel time. By varying the rate of C/AV
market penetration from 10% to 100%, the influence on
speed harmonization was also investigated. The comparison
of network performance and speed distribution revealed
that the propagation of shockwaves to the upstream zone is
effectively suppressed even under lower market penetration
rates while the improvements of travel speed and total travel
time appear marginal.

In this proof-of-concept test, the freeway in the simula-
tion model is arbitrarily divided into multiple segments for
traffic measure aggregation and shockwave detection, which

can be easily relaxed with the communications of C/AV in
the network.The immediate extension of this research would
investigate the efficiency of detecting dynamic shockwave in
real-time. Other extensions will focus on (1) developing a
proactive speed harmonization algorithm to improve control
effectiveness with low percentage of C/AV and (2) investi-
gating the applications of C/AV on speed harmonization and
its comparison with traditional vehicles. The proposed algo-
rithm performance discussed in this study will be evaluated
based on a larger scale simulation network under various
rates of C/AV market penetration.
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